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18 Mar 2015  

Current National Security Alert Level: High 

GENERAL 
USAR Deployment to Vanuatu 

Since Friday night last week, I have been in constant contact with Emergency Management Australia (EMA) 
regarding Tropical Cyclone Pam and its devastating impact on Vanuatu. EMA and the Department of Foreign 
Affairs and Trade asked that FRNSW, as the on-call international USAR Task Force, be poised ready for 
possible deployment. 

On Saturday, EMA requested that two senior USAR specialists be deployed to assist with disaster 
assessment on the ground.  We subsequently deployed Supt Dave Lewis and Insp Greg Houston on Sunday 
via RAAF to Port Vila, where they have been assisting the National Disaster Management Organisation. In 
addition, Supt Warwick Kidd was seconded by the United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian 
Affairs to head up a UN team of 25 disaster specialists assisting the Vanuatu Government. 

On Monday afternoon, the Australian Government formally requested the NSW Government to deploy a 
Medium USAR Task Force to Port Vila. In response, we put together a USAR Task Force of 55 emergency 
services personnel led by FRNSW and this headed to Vanuatu yesterday to assist with the disaster relief 
efforts. The team comprises 45 FRNSW rescue, hazmat and command specialists, 6 ASNSW Paramedics, 2 
doctors and 2 engineers. The Task Force left Richmond RAAF base in two C130 Hercules transport aircraft 
yesterday, and today is focussing on clearing critical infrastructure, in particular the old Port Vila Hospital 
which has been severely damaged. The Task Force has taken several tonnes of equipment including tents, 
drinking water, food and generators, and can be self-sufficient for up to 14 days. 

On arrival at Richmond yesterday I was asked to brief the Vanuatu President, Foreign Minister, Mayor of Port 
Vila and other officials, who had just returned from a conference in Japan to travel home with our Task Force. 
The President and officials asked me to pass on their sincere gratitude to everybody involved in assisting their 
nation in its time of need. 

Quakers Hill Nursing Home Inquest praises FRNSW response 

Monday last week saw the release of the findings of the Coronial Inquest into the tragic fire and deaths at 
Quakers Hill Nursing Home in November 2011. The report details FRNSW's firefighting and rescue operations, 
and outlines the difficulties faced by responding agencies. The findings strongly praised FRNSW's response, 
with three Blacktown firefighters recommended for Australian Bravery Awards (each have already received 
Commissioner's Commendations). The actions of Schofields' firefighters and Blacktown's pump driver were 
also praised. 

The report made various recommendations and FRNSW is implementing those applying to us. The report also 
outlined the regulatory change requiring retrofitting of sprinklers in all existing nursing homes by 1 March 2016, 
and in all new nursing homes. This change resulted directly from FRNSW lobbying underpinned by videos of 
research burns highlighting the effectiveness of sprinklers. 
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I thank all who responded on that terrible day, as well as those who contributed to positive improvements and 
change through subsequent investigations, reviews and research, and those who gave evidence to the 
Inquest. You have made me and all of your colleagues very proud. 

Regional Firefighter Championships in Gunnedah 

Last weekend firefighters from 17 FRNSW and NSWRFS brigades competed in the first round of the 2015 
Firefighter Regional Championship series. My thanks to Gunnedah Shire Council who provided generous 
support to the Championships in the preparation of the competition track and surrounding facilities. Moonbi 
Kootingal RFS were crowned overall winner followed by Dorrigo and Tamworth third. Kelso were the out-of-
zone winners. Congratulations to 314 Gunnedah for a great event, particularly FF Glen Swift. The next 
championship round will be held at Cootamundra on 2-3 May 2015. 

Promoting the importance of working smoke alarms 

'Don't forget to change your smoke alarm batteries when you change your clocks back at the end of daylight 
saving on April 5.' That's the message fire services across Australia are promoting again in 2015 in partnership 
with Duracell to remind people that only working smoke alarms help save lives. 

This year we've already had three fire fatalities, with all victims aged over 65 years. FIRU research shows that 
between 2000 and 2014, no smoke alarms were present at 56% of fire fatality incidents. Most of these 
fatalities occurred between midnight and 6am when people were most likely asleep and would need smoke 
alarms to alert them. 13% of homes in NSW experiencing a fire in 2014 also had no smoke alarm present. 

Checking smoke alarms, replacing old ionisation alarms with photoelectric alarms and replacing batteries 
where required are simple measures that save lives. To increase awareness of this important message, I 
encourage you to talk to your local media, and contact your local RSL or Services Club manager to discuss 
how to promote the campaign and distribute batteries to their older members and patrons as part of the 
SABRE program. More information on how to promote the campaign in your local community can be found in 
the Intranet article. 

eAIRS launches across FRNSW on 26 March 

After almost 20 years, it's finally time to retire old AIRS and bring in eAIRS. After 9am on 26 March, all incident 
reporting will be completed in the new eAIRS. Reporting Officers will have until the morning of 1 April to 
complete old AIRS reports before AIRS is decommissioned. If you haven't done so already, take the online 
eAIRS induction and visit the training site now to familiarise yourself on how to complete an incident report in 
the new, improved, easier eAIRS before launch. 

The information gathered from incidents supports our communities, and it underpins our research, justifying 
our budget bids, and government reporting – eAIRS is vital in collecting your information. What you report on – 
FRNSW reports on. Go to the eAIRS toolkit to find information and resources to prepare for this new and 
improved incident reporting tool, and send any questions on eAIRS to AIRSReplacement@fire.nsw.gov.au 

24-hour roster update 

Following on from my last Commissioner's Corner, over 20 stations are now trialling 24-hour roster 
arrangements as part of the flexibility offered in the Permanent Firefighters' Award. Personnel at these stations 
and other stations wanting to participate in the 24-hour roster are reminded that they are required under 
Clause 8.2.3 to apply at least 14 days prior to the proposed commencement date to participate in an alternate 
roster. The next date available to commence an alternate roster is Friday 17 April. If you are interested in 
continuing or commencing an alternate roster, including the 24-hour roster, for an 8-week pay cycle, please 
complete the attached form and submit through your relevant chain of command by Friday 27 March. 

I remind all employees of our values. Under no circumstances should anyone be pressured in any way to 
participate in an alternate roster. Unduly coercing or pressuring someone could be seen as a form of bullying 
and harassment, will not be tolerated, and could result in disciplinary action. 

Station Risk Profiles launched 

http://intranet/about-frnsw/news-listing/change-your-clock-on-5-april-what-will-your-fire-station-be-doing
https://learninghub.fire.nsw.gov.au/login/index.php
https://itstrn2.nswfire.nsw.gov.au/eAirs/Login/Login.aspx
http://intranet/toolkit/operational/post-incident/eairs
mailto:AIRSReplacement@fire.nsw.gov.au
http://intranet/trim/forms/forms15?RecordNumber=I15%2F766
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This week the Community Engagement Unit launched the Station Risk Profile, a community profiling tool 
designed to help you to better understand the needs of people you serve and protect. The tool is currently 
being used by Community Safety personnel to enable them to target community engagement activities more 
effectively by identifying households at greatest risk from accidental fires in the home. 

In October last year I personally participated in a home fire safety check deployment in the Yennora area 
where I saw first hand the accuracy of the data. The area was identified as being in one of our most high risk 
groups, consisting of people between 18 and 24, or over the age of 70, who tend to have a low income and 
higher than average unemployment rate. Despite the approaching 10-year anniversary of legislation 
mandating home smoke alarms, we found that around half of the homes visited did not have working smoke 
alarms. 

My experience highlighted the opportunities for us to proactively engage with the people we serve and protect, 
especially those at highest risk of home fires. I encourage all of you to use the Station Risk Profile to target 
your community safety activities at those most at risk in order to further reduce the number of preventable 
home fire fatalities and injuries. You can access the Station Risk Profile through the Reporting tab in ESS. 

Celebrating International Women's Day in 2015 

This year International Women's Day is especially significant for us as we are celebrating 30 years of women 
serving as firefighters in NSW. To mark this event, we invited newly appointed Australian Federal Police 
Deputy Commissioner, Leanne Close APM to speak at City of Sydney Fire Station on Wednesday 11 March. 
DC Close shared some of her experiences in the AFP and gave her thoughts on this year's International 
Women's Day theme: Make It Happen. 

The talk was preceded by a FRNSW Women's Employment and Development Workshop. The workshop 
brought together more than 20 female firefighters and other women in the organisation to discuss the current 
barriers and issues impacting women in FRNSW. Speakers were followed by lively group discussions on a 
range of key questions, facilitated by the newly-formed Access and Equity Working Group, headed up by SO 
Belinda Wheeler. For more information and to view video of the event, see the Intranet story. 

10th anniversary of the '400 in 4' 

The '400 in 4' is an annual event dedicated to raising money for the Burns Unit at The Children's Hospital at 
Westmead. This year marked the ride's 10th anniversary. Around 30 FRNSW riders took part, cycling 400kms 
from Wagga Wagga to Westmead over the four days 10-13 March. Along the way, the firefighters promoted 
fire safety messages in the local media, regional primary schools and towns. Around $92,000 has already 
been raised towards the $100,000 target – if you want to donate, go to http://400in4.org/donate/ and help the 
400 in 4 team reach the target. My thanks and congratulations to all of the participants and organisers.   

FRNSW celebrates diversity in the 2015 Mardi Gras 

On Saturday 7 March, I joined more than 100 FRNSW firefighters, administration/trades staff, CFU volunteers, 
friends and family to show FRNSW's commitment to inclusion and diversity by participating in Sydney's 37th 
annual Mardi Gras Parade for the tenth year running. FRNSW's contingent got all fired up in multi-coloured 
'celebrating diversity' t-shirts. Special thanks to SO Bronnie Mackintosh who coordinated our group's moves as 
we danced our way up Oxford Street to the tune of Pat Benatar's song, 'All Fired Up'. Like the broader 
community, FRNSW is an organisation that represents a broad range of lifestyles and belief. Our participation 
was an important celebration of diversity in the workplace and an important message of acceptance to our 
own staff. Two fire station community notice boards carried the following poignant message: "Fires don't 
discriminate and neither do we". See the Intranet story for photos and more details. 

March issue of Fire& Rescue News released 

The latest issue of Fire & Rescue News has now been posted online on both the Intranet and Internet. Hard 
copies are currently being mailed to fire stations and other FRNSW work sites. Features include FRNSW's 
celebration of the ANZAC centenary, and home fire safety deployments which are enabling us to target at-risk 
communities and households with unprecedented precision and effectiveness. Other articles discuss the new 
structural firefighting helmets, compressed air foam, rollout of eAIRS, new and renovated fire stations, and the 
Rescue 2020 roadmap. 

http://intranet/about-frnsw/news-listing/making-it-happen-for-international-womens-day
http://400in4.org/donate
http://intranet/about-frnsw/news-listing/10-years-of-frnsw-in-mardi-gras
http://www.fire.nsw.gov.au/frnews/
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INCIDENTS 
Scaffolding collapse at Rockdale 

At 0815 hrs on Friday 6 March, crews were responded to reports of a wall collapse at a construction site on 
the corner of Frederick St and Forest Rd, Rockdale. 29 Arncliffe and 20 Hurstville were initially responded and 
were on scene within seven minutes of the first call. 

Crews found a large section of scaffolding and a wall had collapsed onto powerlines and a number of cars. 
Initial reports from witnesses suggested that a person was seen in the vicinity at the time of the collapse and 
the Station Officer from 20 Hurstville immediately called for USAR support. The heavy USAR unit was 
responded together with additional crews from 21 Kogarah and 64 Lakemba. 

The site was quickly secured by attending crews who had to contend with an unstable wall and live powerlines 
intermingled with collapsed scaffolding. Local roads were closed down as crews commenced an extensive 
search of the area. At one stage crews were quickly withdrawn due to significant movement in the scaffolding. 
USAR operators continued to monitor the site to ensure firefighter safety during the protracted incident. 
Thermal imaging cameras were used to scan the rubble and it was finally determined that no-one was trapped 
beneath the collapsed scaffolding and hoardings. 

A crane was used to secure the scaffolding and powerlines, and the site was finally handed back to the 
owners at around 1430 hrs. WorkCover is conducting an investigation into the incident. Fortunately no one 
was injured, but it once again highlighted our extensive capabilities to quickly deal with a range of emergency 
situations. Well done to all concerned. 

2nd Alarm fire in paper recycling plant at West Gosford 

At 1841 hrs on Monday 9 March the first of numerous 000 calls was received to reports of a truck on fire inside 
a factory complex on Gibbons Road, West Gosford. Due to the number of calls, crews from 341 Kariong, 304 
Gosford and 509 Wyoming were initially responded to the call. 304 Gosford sent a Red Message enroute 
advising that large volumes of black smoke were visible and requested a 2nd Alarm response. Additional 
resources from 340 Umina, 450 Saratoga, 50 Hornsby, and 228 Berkley Vale were then dispatched by 
FIRECOMMS. RFS crews were also responded to provide assistance with water supply. 

It appears the fire started in a garbage truck which was parked inside the large waste paper facility, and 
quickly spread to other vehicles and bales of compacted paper. There were fears that an adjoining factory 
could also become involved as firefighters initiated defensive strategies to contain the fire. An aerial and fixed 
monitors, together with one line of 70 and several lines of 38mm hose, were successful in containing the 
deepseated fire. 

Crews remained on scene throughout the night and the following morning, with heavy moving equipment 
brought in to drag out and break apart numerous bales of smouldering compacted paper. Heavy smoke was 
present across the industrial area throughout the incident as hazmat crews continued to monitor the 
surrounding area. Fortunately no residential areas were impacted and only localised evacuations of workers 
were required. The Stop message was finally sent at 2022 hrs on 10 March, some 26 hours after the initial 
call. Given the high fuel loading that exists in all paper recycling facilities and the potential for rapid fire spread, 
initial responding crews did an excellent job in containing the incident. Congratulations to all involved. 

ASK THE COMMISSIONER 
Q: Both ionisation alarms and photoelectric alarms are currently legislated types of smoke alarms in Australia. 
Why do we need to eliminate ionisation alarms from our premises? 

A: Today, virtually all furnishings and a large percentage of the building materials are synthetic and 
engineered materials. These materials characteristically burn slowly with lots of smoke in most fire situations 
(i.e. smouldering fire). This is evident in the fact that most residential fire fatalities today are due to smoke 
inhalation, not from the actual flames, and almost two thirds of fire fatalities occur at night while people are 
asleep. 
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In tests, photoelectric alarms usually respond an average of 15 to 50 minutes faster to smouldering fires. 
Although ionisation alarms respond 30 to 90 seconds faster to "fast flame" fires, several studies reported 
around 20% of them failed to provide sufficient egress time versus 4% with photoelectric alarms. In addition, 
ionisation alarms are notorious for nuisance tripping when people cook, burn toast, shower, etc. 

With little appreciable difference in performance during flaming fires, FRNSW is determined to support 
photoelectric smoke alarms over ionisation types for a faster and more reliable warning in many 
circumstances. 

To demonstrate to the community that FRNSW supports photoelectric smoke alarms over ionisation types, a 
smoke alarm upgrade program has been implemented by Property Services Unit to upgrade all remaining 
ionisation smoke alarms in FRNSW premises to photoelectric types (or thermal types within proximity of 
kitchen and/or shower). FRNSW expects to complete this program before the end of June 2015. 

Ionisation alarms contain a small amount of radioactive material to detect invisible particles of combustion 
from smoke. They can be identified by a radioactivity symbol printed on the device. After 30 June 2015, if 
FRNSW staff identify any remaining ionisation smoke alarms, please advise Property Helpdesk on 9742 7557 
or email propertyhelpdesk@fire.nsw.gov.au for prompt action. 

----------------------------------- 

Q: With the tightening of budgets, wouldn't it make sense to have firefighters check and change the smoke 
alarms in their stations? 

A: Very rarely will smoke alarm batteries require changing as they are long life lithium types. Many are 
automatically being recharged if hard-wired as back-up for power failures. As such, only very small savings, if 
any, will be achieved if firefighters check and change the batteries. 

To ensure FRNSW premises are maintained, recorded, monitored and reported in compliance with 
Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation 2000, comprehensive contracts have been implemented 
to provide routine services, and a single point of compliance certification for all statutory essential fire safety 
measures, including smoke alarms. Changing batteries is part of the routine service which incurs no extra cost 
for smoke alarms, emergency lights and exit signs. Property Services can then be satisfied that compliance 
has been met. 

In addition, the service providers regularly inspect and test all fixed compliance assets, including all types of 
smoke alarms, at a fixed lump sum cost. This includes assets that require access to high ceilings, confined 
and/or difficult areas, and retained stations. This fixed cost has been market tested and proved to be 
commercially competitive. Only repair and/or replacement of failed assets will incur additional cost. 

----------------------------------- 

Q: Will it be possible for Senior Firefighters to enrol in the public safety modules required for progression to 
Leading Firefighter before applying for and being accepted into an advertised Leading Firefighter position? 

I ask because I believe allowing Senior Firefighters to enrol voluntarily ahead of their application eligibility date 
would benefit both the firefighters and FRNSW more generally by broadening the education and skill base of 
those who wish to do so. 

A: At this stage the modules (which are only one part of the full learning requirements of the program) are only 
available to those who are successful through the application process and invited to enter the program. 

In the future some of the online aspects of the program may be available more widely, but as the progression 
model includes face to face assessment, our training resources will be focused on those firefighters who are 
completing the entire program. 

----------------------------------- 

Commissioner's email: Commissioner@fire.nsw.gov.au 

Sandra Garcia, EA to Commissioner: 9265 2930 

mailto:Ismael.Costa@fire.nsw.gov.au
mailto:Commissioner@fire.nsw.gov.au
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